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In 1936, Kawai patented their unique indirect action action, a design that eliminates the use of the friction rod during the down stroke and, therefore, did away with the need for a firm key bed to hold the friction rod in place.
For the first time, the Kawai RA-0 Neosound action is designed for education. The Kawai RA-0 was developed to educate piano students on the relationship of the piano action to sound and music. Most education actions

contain a heavier reset key to reduce the rebound of the hammer after the key return stroke and thus generate more harmonics. Kawai has solved the problem by designing the action to prevent the hammer from rebounding
to a greater degree, which makes the sound quieter. Instead of increasing the hammer weight, Kawai has minimized its weight and added more buffer material in the bow to dampen the rebound. The softer action is closer to

the acoustic action, which gives more of a natural, slightly heavier, bass touch. At the time, the Shigeru Kawai line was less successful and Kawai offered a higher-end grand piano. In the late 1950s, Kawai went through a
tough time, but through drastic cost-cutting measures and the creative minds of the Shigeru Kawai family and close associates, they launched the Glade RX series, which soon became very popular and well-received. The

Glade line consists of high-end instruments ranging from the Glade 300 to the Glade RX-300. Through sheer mechanical genius, Kawai has made the Glade RX-300s unique dual-action action mechanism even more light and
flexible than ever before, and thus gives even better touch and expression.
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Kawai then offers a variety of grand pianos from its flagship 19-inch grand models all the way to its
smallest 11-inch grand models. The 11-inch grand models, such as the Kawai GP43 and GP31, are actually
some of the smallest pianos available today. Although its size, the tiny grand produces an incredible level

of sound quality with excellent responsiveness of the touch. Kawai then provides a variety of pianos to
accompany various types of music. Its Electric Pianos, P-300 and P-500, are purpose built for jazz and

popular. The P-500 incorporates Kawai’s most significant engineering achievement to date. It is one of the
first electric pianos with a refined voicing, ultra-precise action, and full-featured versatility. The P-500 also
features one of the most effective bass extension systems ever built. Each string of the P-500 extends 22",

giving the player complete control over the bass sound. Its versatility allows the P-500 to play an
instrument’s range of sounds. Another Kawai Electric Piano, the P-300, incorporates the latest in 2-way

speaker technology and design. This piano is the first purpose built for honky-tonk music. The P-300
incorporates Kawai’s enhanced piano touch system and AutoChromatic Hammer to satisfy the needs of the

player and satisfy a broader audience. A third electric piano, the P-500n, provides 5.1. We've been
shopping for a top-of-the-line digital piano since before we decided to get pregnant and haven't found one

yet. We've dropped over $1,000 on the best digital pianos we've come across (including a 9' grand
Steinway for $20,000!). However, all the high-end digital pianos we've tried to date just don't seem to have
the pure keyboard sound that we have come to expect from a Kawai instrument.We're just about to sign a
lease on a house, but we knew we needed to be looking for a new digital piano sooner. But we couldn't find

one that would suit us. Then we found this piano. It sounded (and played) fantastic, and it had all the
features we had been looking for, including a MIDI input. It was the right price, too. But I knew Kawai pianos

could be more than one "step" up the price scale, and I was afraid I'd pay more than I wanted to.I asked
several friends to try a demo and let me know their reaction, but all were enthusiastic. Since we love Bose's

all-enveloping sound and since we love Bose's active noise-canceling headphones, they were the perfect
way to judge the piano. In other words, if it didn't work with Bose headphones, it didn't work.The first thing I
noticed was that it was ridiculously easy to play a loud, difficult, fast run that I'm working on. And I'm just a

beginner. I could play it perfectly by ear and remember every note. The tonal detail was incredible, and
after a few hours of practice the piano sounded like it had 10 years of use. Plus, the sound came with

headphones, so I could play it with the sound turned down if I needed to. That has never happened with
any digital piano I've had before. We decided to buy it. 5ec8ef588b
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